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Signs of the Times  

The pandemic unleashed as a result of COVID-19 has generated in a very short time a climate of 

global confusion. It challenges all the sanitary and economic structures of our only world as a 

"global village" and raises concerns about the fragility of our human species. 

The Missionaries of the Divine Word are present in the five continents and we have the privilege of 

a local and global reading of this phenomenon as of so many others. Precisely China, the country of 

origin of this pandemic, was the first missionary destination of the Missionaries of the Divine Word 

in 1879. There, our first missionary Saint Joseph Freinademetz, dedicated his missionary life and 

after a long life of dedication, he dreamed for himself, "Being Chinese also in heaven". The Chinese 

people with an ancient culture and remarkable advances and origin of countless ancestral 

knowledge are not guilty of the pandemic. History shows us that the successive pandemics and 

diseases of massive spread are the product of socio-cultural, economic, biological and natural 

aspects that can be generated in any planetary context
2
. No people can be stigmatized or loaded 

with prejudice by attributing responsibility for this pandemic. 

Reading into reality is a basic element of the social and political sciences, but it is also for men and 

women of faith. In fact it is a basic element of science. Observation, abstraction, its manifestations 

and impacts, its consequences. In our case, we do it from the look of faith observing "the signs of 

the times". The expression “signs of the times ”appears in Sacred Scripture, specifically in the 

Gospels and in the words of Jesus of Nazareth (Mt.16, 1-4; Mc.8,12; Mc.13,1-23; Lc .12,54-56), as 

an invitation to perspicacity and constant attention to the Kingdom of God.” "This expression is 

used by Pope John XXIII, who, referring to the evangelical quote of Mt.16,1-4, will address in his 

writings Humanae Salutis and Pacem in Terris, that the meaning of this expression must be 

understood as a new way of interpreting the manifestations of God in human mediations, 

particularly history, specifically, the social, political, religious and cultural realities of the world and 

of the Church.
3
 ” 

“He also said to the crowd: When you see a cloud rising in the west, you immediately say 

that it is going to rain, and it happens. And when the south wind blows, they say it will be 

hot, and it happens. You hypocrites! You know how to discern the aspect of the earth and 

the sky; How then do they not know how to discern the present time? ” (Luke 12.54-56) 

Pope Francis reminds us of three basic attitudes to understand the "signs of the times": silence 

(observation), reflection and prayer. "It is not easy," he says, "in general we settle for what they tell 

us. But what is the message that the Lord wants to give me with this "sign of the times"? Our job is 
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to look at what is happening inside us, to discern the signs of the times. With silence, reflection and 

prayer.” 
4
 

Global look. 

“Society is changing with rapid speed as advances in the field of communication and transportation 

revolutionize today's world. The local and world living conditions are intertwined and integrated 

more and more. A free-market world economy is being organized based on what we commonly call 

“neo-liberalism”, with its various economic, social and ideological aspects, and its unscrupulous 

search for profit at the cost of scandalous poverty and unspeakable suffering of so many people in 

countries in developing and developed countries, and the marginalization of large human groups 

and even entire geographical areas."
5
 

It is impossible to address any current issue without analyzing its global impact. We are in a 

globalized world and the responses to realities - even those that in appearances - have a highly local 

manifestation, have or will have a universal impact. 

In order to realize the local and country’s manifestations, it is necessary to see the context and its 

manifestation beyond my reality. On the other hand, what we see and observe (or what they inform 

us) is not the whole truth. This is only a part of reality. While today we follow the manifestations of 

the COVID-19 pandemic, we “do not look” at the millions of deaths resulting from other equally 

worrying manifestations. In 2018, UNICEF reported that during 2017, 6.3 million children under 

the age of 15 died worldwide, from preventable causes. This figure represents the death of one child 

every 5 seconds.
6
 

“The rapidly growing world population is concentrated more and more in large cities. Many 

rural populations decline as urban centers and megapolis grow disproportionately. Population grows 

and unemployment increases.”(12) “Although global integration has positive aspects in the cultural 

and social spheres, it has become evident that fundamental elements of neo-liberal ideology, 

underlying the purpose of imposing economic liberalization, are deeply inhuman, and therefore 

anti-evangelical."(15) "Although integration is growing in the today´s world, a process of 

systematic exclusion is taking place that operates at the economic, social and political levels. (...) 

While the global macroeconomics and local economies produce enormous wealth, the poor, the 

unemployed, and the weak are simply pushed out of society, often without even the minimum of 

conditions to survive. Generally women, children, the elderly and the weak are the first victims of 

exclusion” (16).
7
 

The COVID-19 pandemic is part of this global historical context. The said context at the same time 

adds globalization, neo liberalism and exclusion. Any manifestation takes a global scale, while our 

meanness and misery are enhanced. 

In his Encyclical Laudato Sí, Pope Francis lucidly warns of this planetary reality and the need for 

socio-cultural change, appealing for an “ecological conversion”: “The urgent challenge to protect 
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our common home includes the concern to unite all the human family in the search for sustainable 

and comprehensive development, because we know that things can change (LS 13), he tells us, 

while saying: "I make an urgent invitation to a new dialogue on the way we are building the future 

of the planet. We need a conversation that unites us all, because the environmental challenge we are 

experiencing, and its human roots, interest us and impact us all. The global ecological movement 

has already come a long and rich way, and has generated numerous citizen groups that helped raise 

awareness. Unfortunately, many efforts to find concrete solutions to the environmental crisis are 

often frustrated not only by the rejection of the powerful, but also by the lack of interest of others. 

Attitudes that obstruct solution paths, even among believers, range from denial of the problem to 

indifference, comfortable resignation, or blind trust in technical solutions. We need a new universal 

solidarity. As the South African Bishops said, "It takes the talents and the involvement of all to 

repair the damage caused by human abuse to God's creation" [22]. We can all collaborate as 

instruments of God for the care of creation, each one from his culture, his experience, his initiatives 

and his capacities.” (LS 14) 

Our Dimensions  

"The 2000 General Chapter of the Society of the Divine Word focused on giving a concise and 

fresh answer to the question: What is SVD mission today?”
8
 Twenty years later and in this context 

of the COVID-19 pandemic, we appeal to the same question and aspire to some insights. 

"His life is our life, his mission is our mission" reads the programmatic expression of the prologue 

to the SVD Constitutions. So when today we decide to take on a mission, we look at Jesus: What 

would Jesus do today? 

His mission is our mission, but first of all, it is HIS mission. We recognize ourselves limited and 

fragile tools in the hands of God, it is an essential attitude so we are enabled to be docile before the 

call of this hour. 

“Our way of engaging ourselves in prophetic dialogue is marked by the four characteristic 

dimensions: Biblical Apostolate, Mission Animation, JUPIC (Justice and peace and integrity of 

creation) and Communication (…). Each of these characteristic dimensions does not exclude each 

other. They rather permeate our lives and work. Each of these characteristic dimensions implies a 

basic attitude in our life and service. In the Biblical Apostolate, that basic attitude is to live centered 

in God. We resist the temptation to "be ashamed of the Gospel" (Rom 1:16). Our basic attitude in 

Mission Animation is to involve others, to animate them with our enthusiasm for the Kingdom path 

and allow ourselves to be encouraged by them, instead of being tempted to think that we can do 

everything by ourselves. The basic attitude at JUPIC is to commit ourselves to the transformation of 

society and the world by analyzing unjust structures, promoting human dignity and preserving the 

environment, instead of remaining silent in the face of human tragedies and the destruction of the 

environment that continues to plague our world. Communication includes an attitude of meeting 

that overcomes inertia and fear that can sometimes overwhelm us and prevent us from getting 

involved with our dialogue partners.”
9
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Biblical Apostolate 

Undeniably, in times of confusion and uncertainty like the one in which we live and are upset by a 

pandemic that impacts social and economic life and does not find adequate health responses; our 

horizon darkens and puts us in search of answers and certainties. Certainties that do not exist. 

All reality that transcends contemporary man's capacities of understanding places him in front of 

the abyss. These expressions today are witnessed by the situation of a million infected, thousands 

and thousands of deaths, millions of unemployed, and countless innocent victims of an "invisible 

enemy". 

There is an inclination to search in faith and in the transcendent for the answers that science does 

not find or that are insufficient for the efficient and calculating gaze of contemporary man.  

When our sight is turned on the search through faith, particularly a biblical search, we must avoid 

that it is "magical" or go in search of insolvent answers that false prophecies attribute to the Word 

of God and an "apocalyptic" reading of isolated texts. 

The Bible is an expression of God's dialogue with a believing people, and through various literary 

genres and authors, it was configured to express in an inspired way a "word with an ever-new 

message" for all peoples throughout history. The invitation that arises from the own reflection of 

our religious family is "to root our life in the Word". 

The Bible can help us read and reflect on what God wants to tell us today. Starting from the 

believing and prayerful reading, from the methodology of the Lectio Divina - From it we can 

ponder the biblical texts: "What does the text say? What does the text tell me/us? What similarities 

and/or differences exist between reality reported and ours? What changes does the text suggest to 

me regarding what I live? What do I say / say to the text? 

In addition to a mature reading in the faith of the Word of God, perhaps, as Missionaries of the 

Divine Word we can encourage our partners to: 

 Read the Word of God from a Lectio Divina method that makes us discover God's plan for 

us and our realities at this time in history. 

 Encourage our friends and communities to dedicate a time of the day to meditate the biblical 

reading of the day, to read and pray as a family with the Word of God as their axis. 

 Pray for the victims of the COVID-19 pandemic and for all those who suffer from this 

reality for their link with the victims, for the service they provide, for the economic damage 

they suffer, for the uncertainty they experience. 

 Even in a situation of isolation, we show attention and interest in the fate of our friends, 

laity, collaborators, we call them and we communicate with them through the media. 

 We ought to transmit a message of hope and encouragement amid the uncertainty, pain and 

bewilderment that they live with their families and loved ones. 

 Join the Holy Father Francis, in communion with the Universal Church to take his own 

intentions at this time. 
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Mission Animation 

The mission of the Church and our own is Missio Dei (God's mission). That mission is 

characterized by openness and outreaching. Go out to meet the realities of our time, not so much 

and only geographically, but mainly in a spirit of openness to all situations that challenge the 

"tender and close" gaze of God. Go out to the existential peripheries of humanity to embrace them 

in their pain, anguish, vicissitudes and difficulties. Today, together with the whole Church, we 

discover that the mission must have an integral view and from the expression of Pope Francis in 

Laudato Sí, we must direct our attention "to listen to both the cry of the earth and the cry of the 

poor." 

“We are not the only ones called in this way; in fact, all the members of the Church participate in 

this common vocation. However, there are different ways in which the Church lives its missionary 

commitment”.
10

 

In this particular time of anxiety and confusion, our missionary openness, from the perspective of 

the Missionaries of the Divine Word, invites us to: 

 “Go out to meet” the “fallen on the side of the road” (Cfr.Lc.10,29-37). The attitude of 

going out does not have to do with confinement or the physical possibilities of meeting, but 

with a deep attitude of being in contact, praying for them, preparing my heart for the 

meeting. 

 Mobilize others for the same response, encouraging them in missionary action. 

 Generate on our part, contact and encouragement with those who today respond to the 

reality of death caused by COVID-19, nurses, doctors, firefighters, auxiliaries, defense, 

police and many others. 

 Communicate with all the ecclesial spaces so that each one from his place knows about the 

missionary call of this hour and feels strengthened in his own place: Bishoprics, Caritas, 

Solidarity Centers, Movements, other Congregations and other ecclesial expressions. 

 Show interest, closeness, communion, with all those who must be in the "missionary spaces" 

to which the Church is invited (homes, day centers, asylums, refuges, dining rooms, health 

centers, formation centers, hospices and hostels). 

 JPIC - Justice and Peace and integrity of Creation 

The profound inequities of our time must challenge all followers of Christ. The poverty and hunger 

of millions of people, the lack of access to basic goods, the profit that runs over rights, the 

unemployed and informal workers, the children victims of violations of their personal integrity, the 

abandoned and lonely elderly, the disabled without the care for their dignity as people, women 

victims of violence and homicide are part of a huge group of people who "cry out to heaven" for 

comfort. 

The earth moans before a savage capitalism that does not measure the excessive exploitation of the 

finite resources that we have, not only for us, but for future generations and that we squander in 

search of disproportionate income that does not look at the consequences of its greed without end. 
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Beyond the expressions of solidarity with these vast groups, they cry out for justice and we are 

invited to generate the social mechanisms that allow their stories to be heard, their causes to be 

assumed, their stories to be repaired. They do not need a paternalistic attitude but expect us to "put 

ourselves on their side". 

"A spiritual foundation in the Word urges us that our missionary commitment be that putting the 

last first."
11

 In this dimension, it is about concrete and visible gestures and attitudes that bear 

witness to our “preferential option”. To make it possible for the bread to reach the tables, for the 

distribution to be more equitable, for the visit to be comforting, for there to be shelter in the cold, 

(Cf. Mt 25,31ff). 

Assuming this reality and the broad challenges we face, perhaps, as Missionaries of the Divine 

Word, we can: 

 Make a donation or a contribution of material or financial to a health service, we can assist 

or be close to the reality of those who suffer from the disease. 

 Present to the UN through VIVAT, a motion to allocate resources to strengthen the WHO 

(World Health Organization) in order to prevent, mitigate and address situations such as the 

one originated by the COVID-19 or any similar reality. 

 Generate programs to encourage our collaborators and friends to persevere in the 

educational service (pedagogical continuity), through which they provide a valuable service 

not only educational but also are close to thousands of families. 

 Collaborate with Caritas and the other charitable organizations of the Church to provide 

assistance to those who do not have resources due to their economic difficulty in the face of 

this reality of economic standing. 

 Give up idle facilities to provide accommodation and assistance to people affected by the 

pandemic. 

 Provide assistance to lonely older adults who need our effective closeness, to poor families 

without resources, to welfare centers to “console them in their affliction”. 

 Share materials, resources, knowledge, talents, with all men and women of good will who 

seek to calm the pain of people (institutions, organizations, civil, governmental, religious 

entities). 

Communication 

In a globalized world and within the framework of this “digital age”, there is countless news that 

comes to us on a daily basis. We seem thirsty for information and in the face of this, deformations, 

abuses, distortions and false information arise. As it is said these days, we can also suffer from an 

"infodemic". 

Communication - from our point of view - is essentially the capacity for dialogue, for meeting and 

not so much about media and technologies. The one, who does not have the capacity to open up and 

know how to listen, can hardly communicate despite all the means. 
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In the communication dimension, we assume a great responsibility, we are messengers and we have 

a Good News to transmit "at all times and circumstances" which is always a message of hope. 

We belong to an intercultural family, the world and its different geographical places awaken 

affection and closeness to us, there our family, friends and close people live. We love the different 

social, cultural and religious expressions of all peoples. We communicate in the "digital age", we 

are part of this reality, we have suitable means, we grow in knowledge and skills to face this era, 

although always challenged by the speed of change, and we feel that we have a "Word" to say. 

In this reality of digital communications, that thirsts for "good news", crossed by apocalyptic news, 

the Missionaries of the Divine Word, we can: 

 Learn from the different realities of the world, from our global presence, in different 

countries and continents, streamlining communication in various ways as we confront the 

challenge of this pandemic COVID-19 as missionaries. 

 Do not expose ourselves and even less be multipliers of false news, checking the 

communications, their origin and content. 

 Generate communication mechanisms to encourage hope among parishioners and 

collaborators in parish and educational pastoral work. 

 Join radio, web and television supports that help carry a message of good news, expand 

borders, be based on the Word of God, encourage in difficult situations. 

 Maintain fluid communication between us and collaborators, the physical distance is not 

close and affective distance. We must sustain communication and with it communion. 

 Prepare and transfer reliable information that contributes to assistance, relief, strategies in 

the approach and response to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

 Multiply good practices and testimonial experiences that deserve to be known and 

multiplied, which are a source of inspiration and encourage others in their service. 

“(Saint) Arnold gave us an appropriate name for our Congregation-Society of the Divine Word and 

we appreciate this name. OUR NAME IS OUR MISSION. Each SVD missionary and all those who 

share our charism are driven by the love of Christ (...) This calls us to participate in the paschal 

mystery of Jesus, directing us to renew and transform ourselves and others, thus becoming 

missionaries full of joy and gladness.”
12

 

Without useless heroism, but faithful to our vocation, God grant us to be good news in this hour of 

uncertainty and affliction for our sisters and brothers throughout the world. May we humbly say that 

we are faithful servants and "did what we should do." 

The 2020 is different following the COVID-19 pandemic. We pray that the celebrations of the 

Paschal Mystery in the domestic churches and in so many services that speak of love of neighbor in 

solidarity services to the excluded, shine with all its luminosity and renew our missionary 

commitment. 
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